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XIII. B. -A. Konigshofen.

BRENNHAUSEN.
Schlofi.

castleBUNDSDHUH I, 453 (Lower Browntown) - ROST, 156-157.BIBRA, history of the Bibra family, Miinchen 1870, p..(Enthalt
a view of the castle; Lithographic.) - BIBRA, Contribution I-III, passim.
Nothing about the ancient history of Brennhausen Castle (Brunnhausen)
well-known. Individual styles of the preserved building point to the 13th century.
(See below).
History of the county House Henneberg, I, 351) Bearer of the same name 1439
and 1522. (AMRHEIN, Archivinventare, p., 413.) In the second half
of the 17th century, the Oberamtmann and Festungskommandant became Konigs
hofen, Franz Gunter, with Brennhausen of the Bishopric of Wurzburg and in
the nobility (ROST, p.); his son Hans Gunter von Brennhausen
is mentioned on an inscription plaque at the Schlofi of 1663 (see page 29).
Fiefs returned to the Bishopric (ROST, a.o.), Hans Kaspar Freiherr
from Bibra it was given in place of the confiscated Bibraschen possession Burgwallbach.
(WILHELM FREIHERR von BIBRA, History, p.) His grandson Friedrich Gotthelf
Baron von Bibra became the founder of the Bibra-Brennhausen line, in whose
The Schlofi is still in possession (A.A., p.)
Description. Low-lying installation, the former as still now the
marshy condition of the surrounding meadows recognize lafit, rings of water
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(See the similar situation of the Schlofiruine Dippach, Kunstdenkmaler SchioB von Unterfranken, Heft V,
B.-A Hofheim, page 42.) The Bering forms a quite descriptive-angular terrace, which is enclosed
from the west by a briquette and surrounded by a wall (GrundriC Fig. - Views Figure 17 and 18.)
The Schlofi, which stands in the middle of the terrace, is divided into two square, towerlike buildings, which a narrower cross-hedgehog on the east side connects, so that towards
the west an enclosing yard arises. Originally this courtyard was closed by a connecting
wall in the western escape; the traces of the same are preserved at Siidfliigel in a
thickness of 1,50 m; also there a walled round-arched driveway.

